For you when you’re feeling lonely and worried so you’ll remember that you’re not alone.
Real Friends, Shannon Hale

Tough! By Erin Frankel - J 302.343 FRA
Told from the bully’s perspective, Sam doesn’t feel she is bullying people, until she realizes that the others think she is mean.

Cyberbullying: 12 Things You Need To Know by Lois Sepahban - J 302.343 SEP
Tech Smarts presents 12 interesting, relevant technology-use topics. With a question-and-answer format, each book provides the basics you need to know to be a smart consumer of media and technology today.

Weird! By Erin Frankel - J 302.343 FRA
When Luisa becomes the target of a school bully, she changes everything about herself to avoid being bullied.

The Cardboard Kingdom: Roar Of The Beast by Chad Sell - GRAPHIC J SEL
When Elijah and Vijay are harassed by neighborhood teens, Vijay sinks into depression and renounces his character, the Beast. Nate, aka the Prince, is convinced that a terrible monster is invading the Cardboard Kingdom and will do whatever it takes to stop it. At the same time, Alice is working on a secret project that has her pushing the rest of the kingdom away.

Real Friends by Shannon Hale - GRAPHIC J HAL
When her best friend Adrienne starts hanging out with the most popular girl in class, Shannon questions whether she and Adrienne will stay friends, and if she is part of the clique.
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Tough Topics:
Dealing with Bullying

EXPLORE. READ. ENJOY.
Winning is not always about shining the brightest. Sometimes it’s about sharing the light with someone who has been waiting in the shadows all along.

Save Me A Seat, Sarah Weeks